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 President’s Report 
Scott Webster (UBC Varsity Outdoor Club) 

 

The past year has been a busy one.  Personally I've finished my PhD, started a new job, moved 
to a new place, though still in Vancouver, and celebrated my son's first birthday.  For the 
FMCBC we've seen several new clubs join our ranks, navigated our way through some difficult 
insurance changes, formed a provincial advocacy committee, and continued to work on 
discerning our financial future.  We've also stepped up our communications with members 
through our e-news program. 
 
I've enjoyed my first year as President, and look forward to continuing in the job (if re-elected!).  
The role has proved to be somewhat more political and administrative than I had anticipated, 
but has definitely provided a lot of opportunity for learning and personal growth.  Moving from 
the academic life to a full-time job has proved challenging in terms of time management and 
being able to continue to contribute to the FMCBC, but hopefully you'll bear with me as I adapt 
to my new schedule. 
 
This year's AGM is looking to be as exciting as ever, and regardless of the decisions we make, 
I'm sure we will continue to work together to promote and protect non-motorized recreation 
throughout BC. 
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Treasurer’s Report 
Elisa Kreller (ACC-Vancouver) 
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Program and Administration Manager Report 
Jodi Appleton 

The FMCBC has had a very busy year this past year and is on the cusp of some great new 
initiatives including implementation of an annual Club Member Project Grant and finalizing our 
Advocacy Research Project.  I have found this to be a busy and challenging year and am very 
excited about what we can accomplish in 2012-2013.  In addition, I have now completed my 
Diploma from Langara College in Recreation Leadership and will have to update my bio on the 
website soon!   
 
Membership 
We have had two new clubs join the FMCBC this past year.  We are very happy to welcome the 
Friends of Garibaldi Park and the Kamloops Hiking Club.   
 
Strategic Planning 
Implementation has begun and the Advocacy Committee is off to a very positive start.  There 
are challenges in deciding how exactly to direct our funds during implementation of the 
Strategic Plan, but I believe we can be making progress on several fronts at the same time if 
volunteers from several of the committees can develop goals and objectives for this year in line 
with the Strategic Plan.  Once I am through with this issue of Cloudburst, the AGM, and 
invoicing for 2012-2013 I will be digging into the Strategic Plan and assisting committees to help 
the FMCBC get on track towards its goals for this year. 
 
Insurance 
Due to all the hard work put in by the Insurance Committee, the FMCBC has managed to 
negotiate a more applicable and less cumbersome policy for 2012-2013.  We have lost our 
Accident/Medical benefit coverage, but have gained US Coverage.  Also, there is no charge for 
guests with the new policy which alleviates a lot of administrative hassle for everyone.  Rates 
are still being worked out as I collect final membership numbers from some of our clubs and 
invoicing will take place in June. 
 
Communications/Outreach 
For 2011-2012 we successfully produced two issues of Cloudburst.  We printed an extra 500 
copies of our Fall/Winter 2011 issue to celebrate the FMCBC’s 40th anniversary.   
 
The FMCBC E-News has been quite successful and I am always looking for articles to include.  
Brian Wood has done a great job of providing monthly summaries of the SW BC Rec & Con 
Committee meetings while other volunteers have been contributing articles and links which are 
all much appreciated as it makes my job a lot easier when I have material to work with. 
 
All in all I think it has been a very positive year and that we are going to see a lot of movement 
on implementation of FMCBC’s Strategic Plan over the next several months.  
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Northern BC Director Report 

Dave King (ACC-PG & Caledonia Ramblers) 
 

There have been a few items over the past year which deserve comment.  
 
The Caledonia Ramblers and PG Section of the ACC are members of the PG Backcountry 
Recreation Society and some have been lead by that Society. 
 
1)  The proposed NRRA (Natural Resources Road Act) is of great concern as we have had 
incidents where recreational interests have been completely ignores in decisions by industry on 
roads that has affected access to a few trails.   We made a direct submission to government on 
the issue and also provided ORC with data for the ORC submission. 
 
2)  Last July there were several significant washouts of industrial roads as a consequence of the 
late snow melt.  They cut off road access to 3 BC parks and several hiking trails.   That they were 
not fixed affected all recreationalists not just hikers and skiers.   One of the major washouts was 
fixed in mid winter but now there is considerable concern there will be more washouts this year 
as the mountain winter snowpack has yet to melt and is near record levels (165 % of normal). 
 
3) I have been actively involved in the PG Forest District SFMP (Sustainable Forest Management 
Plan) for the past few years representing the non-motorized sector.   The SFMP is undergoing 
major changes and I have been generally pleased with the way recreation has been treated. 
 
4)  The PGBRS has expressed considerable concern with regard to cuts in both BC Parks and 
Sites and Trails funding and staffing.   It is impossible for remaining staff in both agencies to 
properly manage all parks or the many trails and rec sites on other Crown land.  We have been 
assisting both agencies. 
 
The PGBRS has been helping BC Parks with the maintenance of both trails and cabins in local 
mountain parks for several years.  In addition two woodsheds are being replaced.   The Society 
bought the supplies last summer for one and BC Parks arranged to have them helicoptered in.   
The Society members will erect the woodshed this coming summer.  The Society has applied to 
the BC Parks PEF (Park Enhancement Fund) for the monies for the second woodshed. 
 
5)  The proposed ACC Robson Pass hut in Mount Robson Prov Park appears to be a go.   At the 
ACC Board meeting this past weekend there was an announcement.     The ACC Nationally is 
proceeding with the Robson Hut.   Discussions with BC Parks are underway on details. 
 
6)  The Caledonia Ramblers are a member of the Tabor Mountain Recreation Society......the 
society is made up of both motorized and non-motorized users of the Tabor Mt area  (about 
100 km2) just east of Prince George where there are more than 300 km of recreation trails.   An 
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initiative has been under way for several years to get some type of recreation status even 
though there are forest licenses, woodlots, mineral tenures, numerous communication towers, 
trap lines, etc.   This past summer all trails were given Sec 56 status.   Apparently there is no 
other similar initiative in BC.  Currently a management plan is being develop that is involving 
extensive consultations with all other tenure holders and also First Nations.   It is taking a lot of 
time but should be completed later this year.   It may set a standard of similar recreation 
initiatives elsewhere in BC 
 
7)   The Central Interior Trail Guide (2 volumes), produced by the Caledonia Ramblers, continues 
to sell well despite a little competition.     That it is updated annually and sells for less than $10 
likely helps. 
 
8)  It is now 6-8 years since the Mountain Pine Beetle attack in this area and the dead pine is 
now really falling down.  The sapwood has rotted out and even light winds results in more trees 
down.   Trails in pine areas are in need of heavy annual maintenance and this will continue for 
the next 5 years or so.   Small diameter trees come down first as they have little heartwood.  
We are also seeing the tops of older tall trees breaking off, again because of the lack of 
heartwood to provide strength. 
 
9)  As a consequence of the Mountain Pine Beetle, the interior of B C is facing a considerable 
reduction in allowable cut levels in the years ahead.  The government proposed finding wood in 
BC parks, OGMAs, wildlife and riparian reserves and other excluded forest areas to keep the cut 
as high as possible and sawmills operating.   This is of great concern to us as we do not believe 
there should be logging in any of these protected areas and there is high potential for several 
trails to be severely impacted. 
 
The initiative has raised considerable reaction for many segments of society and the 
government has now decided to hold public meetings and get more input before finalizing 
plans.   We are intending to participate in the public meetings when held in this region.   It is 
something the FMC should likely comment on a well.  
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Vancouver Island Director Report 
Peter Rothermel (Vancouver Island Regional Director) 

Recommendations for BC Parks Volunteer Strategy that came out of FMCBC Island Delegates 
Meeting on April 22, 2012 
 
At this meeting there were representatives from the Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC, VI 
Section of the Alpine Club of Canada, Comox & District Mountaineering Club, Island Mountain 
Ramblers, Alberni Valley Outdoors Club, Vancouver Island Spine Trail Association, Friends of 
Strathcona Park and Vancouver Island Trails Information Society. As well, one person was from 
the Strathcona Park Public Advisory Committee and while maybe not speaking for SPPAC, will 
report back to them on our recommendations.  
 
The main recommendation resulting from the meeting, was to suggest that BC Parks simplify 
the process for volunteers to work in Parks and to lower the bar regarding qualifications for 
volunteers. While the funding to BC Parks has declined dramatically in recent years, leaving less 
park ranger actual time in the field, volunteer standards have increased. The park operators, 
hired by Parks, have not stood the test of time and have not reached the standards of what 
Parks staff and volunteers did in the past. In reality, most of those trails considered high use 
have fallen in to disrepair.    
 
We should look at what other government operations require of their volunteers and use them 
as a way to make BC Parks requirements simpler. For example, what requirements are made on 
volunteers on: 
 

- Crown Lands  
- Forest Recreation areas 
- Federal Parks 
- Regional District Parks 
- Ecological Reserves 

 
Could we take the various requirement templates and choose the parts that impose the least 
impact on volunteers and adopt them? Could we come up with a Province wide list of 
requirements for volunteers on any and all Provincial lands? 
 
To simplify the amount of paper & office work required by BC Parks for volunteer projects, we 
could take an “adopt a trail” approach and couple it with a “volunteer warden” approach, used 
in ecological reserves. In other words, we could have trusted and proven volunteers from the 
various clubs & organizations become the overseers for certain areas and become the 
coordinators for maintenance in these areas, thus relieving Parks staff of much of the on 
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ground decision making. We could possibly rely on the Park Elders to be part of this. Not so 
much as doing the work, but sussing out what needs to be done and overseeing the results. 
 
With the adoption of the Occupiers Liability Act of 1996, there should be no question that the 
responsibility rests on the user and not the occupier. So, the person doing trail maintenance 
(the user) assumes responsibility and BC Parks (the occupier) should not be held responsible for 
a user accident… UNLESS, they charge the volunteer a fee or purposely put harm in their way. 
(A good reason to not charge volunteers camping fees when they are doing trail maintenance).  
 
Each club has a waiver for all participants to read and sign. This includes all club activities 
including hikes, meetings and trail work, as long as it is a club sanctioned event.  
 
While clubs don't require trip leaders to have first aid training, most club members have at least 
basic first aid training. If this standard is good enough for most clubs, then it should be good 
enough for those clubs while volunteering in Parks. The requirements for having participants 
with a certain level of first aid in attendance, or having to have an ambulance vehicle at the trail 
head or exit point and having to pack in a litter, needing four people to carry, is simply over the 
top for requirements. If there are the maximum of participants allowed on any given trail work 
party and someone is injured enough to be carried out, fourteen people should be able to make 
due, without having to have an approved litter on hand. Even if there were only 5 or 6 people 
on hand, it shouldn't be considered too difficult, depending on circumstances. 
 
In addition, most FMCBC club members and all Alpine Club members have liability insurance to 
$5,000,000, which may also include some fire fighting insurance. While this protects those 
members in case of a law suit against them, it doesn't provide any personal  coverage for injury 
or death, in case of an accident. Could we look into some other insurance agency, other than 
the Workman's Compensation Board? WCB is so top heavy with restrictions and requirements, 
as to be unattainable by local hiking clubs. For example, what do Regional Districts do?  
 
In conclusion, volunteers are not looking for carte blanche policy to do what ever they want in 
the public parks, but are rather looking for reasonable guidance, from BC Parks, to accomplish 
what is necessary to protect proper and rightful access to the parks. 
 
Vancouver Island Club Reports 
 

VISTA 
Scott reported that VISTA has finalized the survey and analysis of the Spine Trail route on 
Crown land from West Cowichan Lake to the Alberni Canal (using Robert Gunn) and is now 
starting trail-building, which VISTA is funding. Crews will likely include youth-at-risk 
organizations as well as First Nations groups and others. Scott will be standing down from 
being executive director and is looking for a replacement. VISTA is continuing negotiations 
for sponsorship and has received a commitment from BC Hydro, and has several other 
leads. The AVICC (Association of VI Coastal Communities) has passed a resolution endorsing 
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VISTA. VISTA is working on a volunteer policy at present. They have also donated $2000 to 
AVOC for the last stage of the work on the Inlet Trail. 
 
ACC-VI 
This is the VI section’s centennial year, and a number of events and projects are planned: 

 Summer camps on the Island. This will take place as three separate one-week camps in 
August at a small lake about 10 km north of Tahsis. Currently 45 people are signed up. 

 A Climb-the-Island contest. About 150 peaks have been identified as targets. The first 
person or group to climb the peaks this year gets to “claim it” on the ACC web page. The 
aim is to climb at least 100 different peaks on the list. 

 An index to the Bushwhacker. Judith Holm has produced a comprehensive index to 
names and features in all our many years of Bushwhacker annuals and newsletters. 

 A centennial climb of Elkhorn, 100 years to the day after it was first climbed. 

 A book by Lindsay Elms “Above the Bush,” with a mix of stories of climbs of major Island 
mountains, both by Lindsay and some of the original summitters. 
 

VITIS 
This is the 40th anniversary of the Hiking Trails book series. Eric provided a brief history of its 
origin and history, and also of the OCV, of which he is a long-time member. They have 
recently donated some books for fund-raising and he is preparing articles for publication in 
Cloudburst and a natural history magazine. VITIS has been busy doing “housekeeping” 
activities including adopting a new constitution and bylaws and cleaning up 40 years of files. 
They gave bursaries to outdoor recreation program students at UVic and North Island 
College. Eric has also written a history of the last 20 years of the OCV (the first 50 years 
were written up previously). Several public libraries on VI are hosting displays from VITIS – 
books and a history are on show in a glass display cabinet.  Finally, Eric noted that OCV hikes 
with Club Tread twice a week.  
 
CDMC 
Bob has replaced Ken Rodonets as president – Ken was at the helm for 19 years! The club is 
experiencing a high turnover rate (25%) and is trying to build up a more social component. 
CDMC is largely a hiking club nowadays, with little mountaineering. They have some keen 
new members, who have been doing maintenance “snipping” trails. They have also had a 
Snow-to-Surf team two years running.  
 
FOSP 
FOSP is mounting a legal challenge to the permit granted to Clayoquot Wilderness Resort 
for horse access to Strathcona Park’s Bedwell valley, and are soliciting funding to support it. 
It will begin in about two weeks (early May).They have applied to the West Coast 
Environmental Law group for funding. In the meantime, CWR can still proceed – if there is 
demonstrable environmental damage, FOSP may apply for an injunction. 
 
AVOC 
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Barb expressed concern with two items in the FOSP report in the previous FMC Delegates 
minutes of December 4, 2011: (1) nature of permission/authorization for flagging and 
trailbuilding in the Bedwell Valley and (2) independence of SPPAC.  Barb will follow up with 
BC Parks and FOSP. 
Regarding the Inlet Trail:  

 Phase 1 is complete except for the China Creek bridge, which will likely need fund-
raising to build.  

 Phase 2 is finished, but IT is selectively logging along the route – they are very 
cooperative here, with tree-by-tree consultation! Parts of the trail will be closed during 
the week while logging activities proceed. 

 Phase 3 remains to be done, with bypasses required around the many old trestles on 
the route. When complete it will meet up with the Runners Trail. 

AVOC is consulting with IT about the Adder and Klitsa trails. On another topic, the ACRD has 
put some money towards funding the Log Train Trail, as well as $50K for studies on future 
trails.  
 
IMR 
Kurtis has just taken over the presidency after just two years with the club. He is currently 
defining some ways that the club can be improved and involvement increased. Currently 
the same people wind up doing most of the work, an ongoing problem (and one faced by 
most clubs!). He would like to increase IMR’s profile, and is considering changing the name, 
as it doesn’t show up high on search engines if “Nanaimo” and “hiking” are entered as 
keywords. Also he would like to increase membership. A shared resource model could be 
looked at here. Currently has “more questions than answers” but work is underway! 
 

Membership Issues 
During their reports, several of the clubs noted a common cause for concern – an aging 
membership, and slowly decreasing number of members. Unless a way of encouraging new and 
younger members to join is found, their future is in jeopardy. Some ways of reversing this trend 
may be: 

 Submitting articles on recent club activities to local papers. 

 Publishing upcoming trips in the coming events sections.  

 Running joint trips with other clubs may (Club Tread, meet-up groups). 

 Combining on events like the VI Outdoor Adventure Show. They charge for booths, but 
several clubs could join together and make it affordable as well as ease staffing 
requirements during the show. This effort could reach thousands of people. Maybe FMC 
could also sponsor and play a part. 

 Putting links to our clubs on the Regional District websites (CRD, SCRD, RDN). 
 

Next Island Delegates Meeting 
Saturday, November 3, 10:00 AM. In future we shall try to have meetings on the first Saturday 
in April and November, as long as they don't fall on a long weekend. 
Minutes prepared by Cedric Zala 
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SW BC Recreation and Conservation Committee Report 
Brian Wood and Monika Bittel (Committee Co-Chairs) 

 
Below are several items which kept the Committee busy for the last year or so. 
 
Callaghan Valley Backcountry Recreation Access 
The earlier parking and backcountry access issues with Whistler Olympic Park (WOP) seem to be 
settled, at least temporarily, and we are now dealing with the proposed “easy access” Madeley 
Highline Trail Nordic ski trail extending from the Olympic ski jump lift to Madeley Lake.  Our 
primary main concern is that about 50% of the trail is outside the WOP Legacy tenure and 
passes through a “Wildland Zone”, which has many large trees, some of which are yellow cedars 
up to 900 years old. Similarly to other trails in WOP, the proposed trail would be15-20 meters 
wide to provide access for trail-setting groomers.  This is similar in width to an industrial road 
which is not permitted in a Wildland Zone. In our view, such a wide clearing width will result in 
the unnecessary loss of old growth trees, fragment the forest, and compromise the natural 
landscape. The clearing width should only be a meter or two wider than the final groomed 
surface.  The trail should be designed around these large trees by minimizing the clearing width 
and using natural forest openings. We are also concerned that the new trail will facilitate ORV 
access up Beverley Creek along the existing backcountry ski trail.  ORVs could quickly turn the 
wet soil in this area into a mud pit.  ORV access to the new trail must be tightly controlled and 
monitored. 
 
While the FMCBC is not against the proposed trail in principle as it would provide more easily 
accessible recreation areas, we are concerned about the impact of the “wide scar” of the trail 
across the landscape. We are attempting to negotiate with the licensee and BC Parks to mitigate 
environmental disturbance and to restrict motorized vehicles accessing this area. 
 
Tricouni Unresolved Area 
This contentious area remained unresolved when the Sea-to-Sky LRMP was concluded and now 
seems to be “resolved” as a result of the bureaucrat in charge being transferred. The 
“resolution” is the government default solution, namely maintaining the “status quo”, which is 
“mixed use” (i.e., motorized and non-motorized recreation) over the whole area.  This 
“resolution” is unsatisfactory to three quarters of the involved parties, namely, the First Nations, 
Powder Mountain Catskiing (a commercial motorized operator), and backcountry 
skiers/snowshoers.  Given that the status quo is only satisfactory to the motorized contingent, 
perhaps the government can be persuated to re-visit the resolution to make things a little fairer. 
In the meantime, skiers/snowshoers visiting the area and the Brew Hut, owned by the Varsity 
Outdoor Club, will have to contend with snowmobiles. 
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21 Mile Creek and Rainbow Wildlands Area 
This LRMP designated non-motorized area is still “over-run” by snowmobiles, despite our efforts 
to “educate” the snowmobilers by installing three large signs along the main access road 2-3 
years ago.  The signs indicate  the boundaries of the non-motorized area. We have tried to 
pressure the government to increase enforcement of the motorized recreation ban but with 
little effect to date. Over the last few years skiers/snowshoers have reported snowmobile 
infractions to the general “Snowmobile Infractions” section on the Bivouac website. In addition, 
the FMCBC collected reports of snowmobile activity in this area via a survey. The data from the 
survey was assembled and sent to government to demonstrate the extent of the problem and 
to request enforcement and implementation of parking restrictions for snowmobilers. The 
Whistler press also published articles on this issue and it was also brought to the attention of 
Whistler Council.  We will continue to seek enforcement of the non-motorized designation.  The 
public is encouraged to continue to report trespassing motorized activities in non-motorized 
zones to the Bivouac website to build up our data base of motorized infractions.  
 
Garibaldi Provincial Park (GPP) Management Plan Amendments and the Spearhead Huts 
Proposal 
Mr. Brandin Schulz, the new SW Regional Manager for BC Parks, attended a Committee meeting. 
Mr. Schulz advised the Committee of changes to BC Parks organisation. We also discussed many 
issues particularly with respect to the public consultation procedure for the upcoming 
management plan amendments for GPP, the possible implementation of an avoidance protocol 
for Whistler Heli-ski in the Spearhead Range, the upcoming renewal of the Park Use Permit for 
Whistler Heli-ski, and the impacts on GPP of proposed revisions to the Whistler Blackcomb (WB) 
Master Plan. 
 
This limited amendment to the GPP Management Plan is complex.  To assist the review process, 
BC Parks posed a series of questions for public comment. The main issue considered in the 
amendment review process was the Spearhead Range in the northern portion of the park and 
generally east of WB. The Spearhead Range has a spectacular horseshoe-shaped traverse which 
was first skied completely in the 1960's and has become increasingly popular due to its ease of 
access using the WB ski lifts. This very scenic trip has lost a lot of its wilderness character due to 
the large increase in the number of backcountry travellers, mostly skiers from the resort, and 
later heli-skiers, based in Whistler. 
 
The limited management plan review also considered the proposal to build a hut-to-hut system 
along this traverse.  Proponents hope that the hut-to-hut system will make the traverse more 
accessible and safer, as well as improve management of the many human problems created by 
the increase in the number of visits. The non-profit Spearhead Hut Committee (SHC), in 
developing the proposal for a hut-to-hut system, has conducted various studies and is working 
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on issues relating to a summer trail connecting the three cabin sites, the design of the huts and 
related infrastructure.  
 
 
The Park Use Permit for heli-skiing expired recently and was renewed for “only” five years, as 
opposed to the original twenty year term. Most people seem to agree that this license should 
NOT be renewed for a further term, regardless of whether the hut-to-hut system is approved, 
given the increase in non-motorized travellers over the past years.  If the hut system is 
approved, it may result in non-renewal of the Park Use Permit for heli-skiing. We are told there 
is strong local support for the hut proposal, and the SHC set up a poll on its website to assess 
public opinion. The proposal and poll will be reviewed by BC Parks and First Nations, so there is 
no guarantee that this project will proceed. The interest in the Spearhead traverse may 
eventually result in improved non-motorized access for the winter and summer at either end of 
the traverse, for example, by re-building the access to the Singing Pass Trail. 
 
BC Parks also asked for input on whether or not mountain biking should be allowed in the 
Spearhead area of the park. Most FMC commentators felt that the Spearhead Range topography 
would not be appropriate for normal mountain bike trails, but felt that mountain biking on a 
hard surfaced, relatively wide road-like trails, such as the Elfin Lakes approach route, was 
acceptable. Most felt that allowing bikers to use more traditional narrow, winding and steep 
hiking trails, i.e., as mixed use trails, would not work satisfactorily. BC Parks also raised the 
question of commercially guided mountain biking, but most felt that guiding mountain bikers 
did not change our position as expressed above. 
 
For those who have a particular interest in GPP, please consider supporting the “Friends of 
Garibaldi Park”, a recently registered society which has joined the FMCBC. Details can be found 
on their website at http://www.friendsofgaribaldipark.org. 
 
South Chilcotin Parks Management Plan 
Following the termination of the Lillooet LRMP several years ago, land use and management of 
recreation in this popular area is now in the hands of BC Parks. Many of our members, who use 
the area to hike, mountain bike and horseback ride, are concerned that the area be managed to 
preserve wilderness values given the high use in certain areas. For many years, hikers and 
mountain bikers have been flown into the Spruce, Trigger and Lorna Lakes.  Such easy access has 
increased the number of visits and has caused a corresponding increase in wear and tear on the 
trails. Together with hiking and biking, long term use of horses for packing and/or riding has also 
affected trails, some of which can be a trail of mud. So the discussions around trail use and 
management will present an opportunity for these three primary user groups to understand 
each other’s views to arrive at a workable plan which will likely include multi-use trails. 
 
Sea to Sky Gondola Proposal (Squamish Area) 
This issue has generated a lot of comment in the media in the Lower Mainland.  In Squamish, 
the proposal is generally viewed favourably as it is expected to provide a boost in jobs, tourism 

http://www.fogp.org/
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revenue, recreation and access. Details of the proposal can be found at the website of the 
proponent, namely Sea to Sky Gondola Corp. at www.seatoskygondola.com.  A letter from the 
pronent stated that the proposed project will rise 2880 feet above Howe Sound on a routing  
 
between Shannon Falls and the Stawamus Chief. The base terminal will be located on a gravel 
pit along the Sea to Sky Highway.  The top terminal will be located on the ridge leading to  
 
Mount Habrich, within a previously logged area. The proposed gondola alignment requires 
cutting a strip of land through the Stawamus Chief Park (not to the top of the Stawamus Chief) 
to allow for seven towers.  Removal of this strip from the park requires a park boundary line 
adjustment. The proponent claims the project will improve access for hiking in an area near the 
Stawamus Chief by providing ongoing trail maintenance for existing trails and a new trail to 
Habrich Ridge. The proponent claims it will also improve access between Shannon Falls 
Provincial Park and Stawamus Chief Provincial Park, improve trail signage, and provide free 
parking and new toilets. If implemented, all of these changes to infrastructure could enhance 
recreation around the Mt. Habrich area, which presently is not very easy to access.  The FMC is 
very concerned about the park boundary adjustment necessary for the gondola installation and 
the manner in which this proposal was presented to the public. 
 
At present the FMCBC feels that a gondola in an appropriate location on the Sea-to-Sky Corridor 
is generally acceptable, but it is divided on the issue of the park boundary adjustment and how 
it has been presented. Public meetings on the project were arranged by the proponent and held 
in two areas near the proposal, but not in the Lower Mainland. Currently we are awaiting 
investigations on whether or not the proposed adjustment was in accordance with accepted 
protocol. If not we will request a public meeting particularly on the park boundary adjustment 
procedure. We will request that the meeting be arranged by BC Parks and held in the Lower 
Mainland to increase participation.  However, it is unlikely that we can do anything at this late 
stage in the process to change the outcome.  As a point of interest, park boundary adjustments 
are sometimes “sweetened” by a land swap which can result in a net gain of protected and/or 
recreational land which otherwise would not have been available. We are continuing to monitor 
this situation particularly with respect to the park boundary adjustment protocol and a possible 
additional public meeting.  
 
Mt Seymour Resort Parking Problems 
Some of our members had reported that parking attendants at Mt Seymour Resorts Ltd (MSR) 
had warned them that the vehicles of non-paying back country skiers/snow-shoers could be 
towed for parking in the “wrong place”. They were informed that if “early bird” backcountry 
skiers or non-paying snow-shoers parked their vehicles in the upper parking lots near the 
downhill area ski lifts, they could be towed as they were forcing “late arriving” downhill skiers to 
walk too far to the lifts due to over-crowded parking lots! Three FMC members met with BC 
Parks and MSR to discuss the parking issue and consider solutions.  We learnt that this over-
crowded parking problem only occurred on a few exceptionally busy weekends of the ski 
season. In addition, the FMC learnt that all snow-shoers, whether paying or non-paying, should 

http://www.seatoskygondola.com/
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park in a lower “lot“ along the main road as it was easier for snow-shoers to walk the extra 
distance than downhill ski in their boots! We asked that parking be clarified with improved 
signage at the roadside, notices on their maps and on their website.  
 
Skookum Creek IPP 
There is a “Run of the River” Independent Power Producer (IPP) proposal for installation on  
 
Skookum Creek in the Squamish area, which is an old heavily logged and eroded area. It is felt 
that road improvements associated with this project could improve access to trailheads for the 
backcountry in this area, which might be positive change for us. We feel the proposed road 
improvements are not a problem as they would likely not increase the risk of ATV access to the 
alpine. However, some local mountain bikers do not like the proposed location of the power 
lines.  Given the history of projects changing after the initial proposal, the FMC will continue to 
monitor this project. 
 
Smoke Bluffs Park and the FMCBC Lands 
Although signs indicate that the Smoke Bluffs area is a park, it is a park in name only, because 
Squamish Council has not passed a park designation by-law.  We have learnt very recently that a 
park designation by-law has been drafted.  The FMC has not yet received a copy for review but 
anticipate that this will likely occur in the very near future.  The FMC, along with other 
representatives of the climbing community, will review the draft by-law to determine whether it 
provides sufficient assurances that climbers’ access to the bluffs will be protected “in 
perpetuity”. Although there are always liability concerns associated with ownership of these 
lands, we have been advised that the lands are covered by the liability insurance obtained by 
the FMC. 
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SW BC Trails Committee Report 

Alex Wallace (Committee Co-Chair) 
 

As in 2011, the Liability issue for volunteers has not been resolved, although we have had some 
progress in having short training workshops by BC parks to ‘certify ‘ trail work volunteers on a 
temporary basis while engaged in basic tasks. It appears that BC Parks’ new structure with five 
regions and five Regional Directors ( instead of a single Director of BC Parks, as per the Park Act) 
is now in place and this may leave room for flexibility and some creativity in dealing with the 
Liability log jam - which we determined was imposed by Ministry of Finance due to their 
concern that volunteer would sue the Government. 
 
Similarly, the fact that there are only a handful of full-time rangers, about ten at any time,  and 
a pool of less than 100 seasonal auxiliaries who are hired on for a few months at a time, seems 
to be difficult to grasp by the Minister involved, as again he has declared recently that there are 
“97 Full time Rangers” in BC Parks { ...for 989 provincial parks and protected areas...} when the 
issue of tree poaching was in the press, possibly implying that when they are hired on they 
work full-time hours. In fact the Lower Mainland with 8 parks and 2.6 million people still has 
only one full time Ranger, and due to the short contracts offered for the North Shore {where 
the summer auxiliaries are laid off at Thanksgiving regardless of whether the hiking and trail 
work season is fully under way) no auxiliary Ranger from past years has taken up the offered 
contracts for 2012. To my knowledge two are now Conservation officers (perhaps in order to 
have a full time job, and not depend on a few months in the parks and a few months of MoF 
firefighting), one has moved to another area as the contracts in summer- where the snow can 
be on the trails till July) are just too short. I am finally getting some hazard trees dealt with this 
year after six years of waiting for ranger staff to assist, and yet when Streamkeepers wrote to 
the local MLA’s to ask about staffing levels the reply was that things were just fine.  So, in 
summary, there appears to be a large gap between the reality on the ground and the 
perception of the current government, and I have come to the conclusion that perhaps the 
responses and reports are written to satisfy these views and rosy views and so no amount of 
letter writing and complaining will cause the staffing and funding situation within BC Parks to 
right itself. 
 
Trail projects: The first section of the Howe Sound Crest Trail has now neared completion, and 
we did get a small crew and machinery as far the new bridges that we installed at Strachan 
Meadows in order to reinforce them with rock just before the snow fell in November. In fact we 
were within a few hours of having the machinery stuck as there had been several machinery 
and weather delays in what is nowadays a 3 or 4 month construction season at 1,000 metres 
due to the “extended” yearly snowpack which lasted past July 16th in 2011, and as a result the 
crew kept going to the bitter end to reach the bridges and reinforce them as the snow was 
starting for the winter.  I was concerned to the point of getting on the phone to BC Parks when 
the weather was turning to snow, in order to get the crew out of there. We are still hopeful of 
getting matching funds from Victoria to complete the project to the West Lion over the next  
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several years, and then proceeding beyond that to the more exposed trail sections (that I 
showed at the last AGM) where the need for funding will be less, although these sections 
clearly are still in need of work, safety updates, and signage. As noted in our other reports, we 
raised a total of $450,000 from VANOC and NTC with considerable assistance of Friends of 
Cypress and ORC, but Government now needs to chip in their funds to work on the high 
elevation sections to the West Lion, as it is their trail and the public uses it a lot. There are some 
land tenure complications due to this trail repeatedly detouring into the Capilano Watershed, 
and while these are not of day-to-day concern as long as hikers keep going along - as they have 
for decades; these inadvertent ‘trespasses’  will have to be formally acknowledged if a trail 
crew sponsored by BC Parks and FMC is to work on Metro Vancouver [GVWD] land, and so a 
presentation to the Metro Board by myself and BC Parks will have to be made to formally 
request the necessary permissions.  
 
In the interim I am applying for one of the small Park Enhancement Fund [PEF] grants to keep 
the Howe Sound Crest project going along, and again this isn’t direct government funding, it’s 
money that was donated or fundraised and now is held in trust by Victoria. 
 
We are going to request that the FMC approve in its budget funds allocated for some essential 
trail work items that would be available for clubs, such as a measuring wheel, trail markers and 
possibly a few tools: we are suggesting $3,500 for markers and $500 for tools or related items, 
total of $4,000. In the past the FMC did allocate funds for these, or similar items, on an annual 
basis. For quite a number of years we have spent next to nothing on trail-related materials, and 
particularly since the Hope AGM when we decided to cut down completely on any allocation of 
funds related to trails. We hope that the Board and AGM will consider this proposal as being 
worthwhile. 
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Strategic Plan Report 
Brian Wood (BC Mountaineering Club) 

 
The FMCBC has started implementing Goal 1, Objective 1.1, of the Strategic Plan by forming the 
new Advocacy Committee (AC), which is a province-wide committee to deal with Recreation 
and Conservation issues as explained in the AC report for this AGM. The Strategic Plan is very 
comprehensive and spells out several other steps in the three year process, and being amateurs 
at this process we felt we should be advised by a third party as there are several specific targets 
and timelines to follow and we are concerned about keeping on track. 
 
We contacted a non-profit organisation of professional project managers called pm-volunteers, 
and details of this group can be found at their website www.pm-volunteers.org.   After an initial 
meeting with a local co-ordinator, we posted an on-line Request for Proposals, and selected 
Karen Quine, a volunteer project planner from Victoria, to help us to implement the plan. She 
has backpacked here and in New Zealand and has an understanding of many of the current 
issues facing outdoor recreationists. After one meeting with her she identified some of our 
short term operational problems and our longer term planning problems, most of which relate 
to our dealing with everyday recreation and conservation situations.  
 
Short term issues include how to improve the FMC’s speed of response in dealing with land use 
proposals in parks and on Crown land. Sometimes these proposals relate to commercial 
recreation tenure applications for activities such as heli-skiing, snowmobile or ATV tours, or 
establishing or expanding a ski or 4-season resort. Sometimes the proposals relate to a natural 
resource proposal such as a “run of the river” project for an Independent Power Producer (IPP), 
or to a plan for mining or logging. We are hoping she can help us improve our on-line letter 
drafting systems for formulating a fast response to a specific situation because we try to arrive 
at a consensus from our committee members, and often this takes longer than the time 
permitted for responding to the proposals. 
 
 For dealing with our longer term plans we are trying to produce policies or position papers on 
various issues that impact our members. We plan to finalise our long-standing draft policy on 
backcountry huts or lodges inside or outside parks, and to produce additional drafts on 
guidelines to government or companies for maintaining resource roads in a 2WD state to 
provide access to trailheads, and on multi-use trails for hikers and bikers etc. Once completed, 
these policies would be useful in providing our general views promptly to government agencies 
or developers so that our opinions might influence the development more in our favour. To 
increase the usefulness and adaptability of these policies or position papers they would be non-
site specific, but if there was time we would include additional details for a specific site or 
proposed development, and this could be generated from our short term response as described 
above.  
 

http://www.pm-volunteers.org/
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Another important aspect of the Strategic Plan is found at Goal 1, Objective 1.3, which is to 
support targeted advocacy work which requires securing external funding. My amateur 
definition of advocacy would be something like trying to influence government, industry or 
other groups to resolve back country issues to minimise a proposed development’s negative 
impacts on our members’ activities. The original plan envisioned being able to hire a consultant 
or “lobbyist” to have direct person-to-person contact with policy makers or other persons of 
influence. However this is costly, and in view of our current budget and fund raising, for the 
foreseeable future I feel we will not be able to hire a lobbyist. Also, we do not want to lose our 
registered charity status by being perceived as “professional lobbyists”. Instead, I can see two 
possible alternatives, one working independently by our selves, and the other working with 
other groups having similar objectives. The first approach involves finding someone to offer us 
advice and instructions on “volunteer lobbying” so that our own FMC volunteers could learn 
how to pitch our case to government to improve our chances of success in the future. For this, I 
would hope that we could learn something about dealing with bureaucrats and policy makers 
so we can focus our energy more accurately on the correct people. We also need “good 
ammunition” to support our position, and for this we need data that has been obtained in a 
scientifically rigorous and defensible manner to support our arguments when negotiating from 
our (often perceived) position of weakness. We are planning to direct our proposed research 
(see AC report) into areas which we hope will help us in this regard. 
 
The second approach is identified as Objective 1.4 of the Plan which is to strengthen our 
existing partnerships, particularly with advocacy organisations such as the Outdoor Recreation 
Council (ORC) and the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS), as well as with 
organisations connected to them. Recently, common concerns over certain projects are 
bringing the FMCBC, ORC and CPAWS to work closer together, and I hope this closeness is 
maintained. I feel that organisations with generally common goals can benefit from each 
others’ efforts, and perhaps our research efforts being investigated by the AC will be useful to 
CPAWS etc. If there are costly future projects perhaps we could share costs with these other 
organisations. While cooperation with other organisations can help in some situations, we 
should always maintain focus on our specific needs, as opposed to losing our way and following 
the needs of the other organisation(s). 
 
Our chances of maintaining the tight schedule of the Strategic Plan could be improved 
considerably if we had more volunteers, and so if you would like to help on any of our 
committees please contact Jodi.  
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Advocacy Committee Report 
Gary Guthrie (Chilliwack Outdoor Club) 

The Advocacy Committee (AC), which consists of member representation from across BC, held 
its inaugural meeting on March 5, 2012.  The AC discussed what activities are needed to 
accomplish the goals established by the FMCBC Strategic Plan.  From this discussion, it 
developed a list of items to complete.   
 
First among these was the creation of factual, issue relevant information upon which to base 
future advocacy and lobby activities.  An RFP was issued to hire qualified researchers to develop 
this needed information.  The AC selected, from the three RFP responses received, a team from 
SFU to lead the process.  The SFU group recommended an internet-based statistical survey to 
collect BC specific information.  The AC agreed with this approach and is in the process of 
finalizing a SFU work plan. 
 
Once the data-gathering phase is underway, the AC will focus on developing a work plan to 
initiate the advocacy/lobbying efforts. 
 
At this time, it looks as if the information database will be completed this fall and advocacy 
efforts should commence shortly thereafter. 
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Insurance Committee Report 
Scott Webster (UBC Varsity Outdoor Club) 

 
Our insurance saga has continued unabated over the past year.  With our new insurance 
broker, Integro, we started the year with a new liability policy and hopes that finally our 
insurance situation would be "settling down."  As the year progressed, the issue of paying for 
guest members became more troubling.  The logistical issues of collecting from guests was 
proving more difficult than had been anticipated.    The committee worked with our clubs to 
gather statistics on guest participation (thanks Jodi!) and with Integro to find a better solution.  
Eventually we were able to negotiate a fixed premium for all our guests, at a rate that better 
reflected actual guest activities.  Spreading this cost out amongst the clubs in proportion to 
their guest numbers resulted in significant savings. 
 
Unfortunately, early in 2012 we were informed that our underwriter, Oceanic/Premier Marine, 
would be unable to continue providing us coverage after the end of our policy year.  Apparently 
they had made a mistake in granting us coverage in the first place as they did not wish to deal 
with "alpine climbing," a term that they used to describe almost any activity in the alpine.  
Integro worked hard with and for us to find an alternate underwriter that would be willing to 
cover our long list of activities. 
 
After a search which was at times discouraging, we received a proposal from OASIS (Outdoor 
Adventure & Sport Insurance Solutions Inc.).  This new policy provided similar coverage to what 
we had before, including guests at no extra fee, as well as coverage in the United States, which 
is important to many clubs in the lower mainland.  The one downside we've identified with this 
policy has to do with the lack of explicit coverage for regular members participating in club 
trips.  As detailed in Jodi's latest Cloudburst article, the policy covers the FMCBC, the member 
clubs, and trip leaders against claims from third parties (and from trip participants), but does 
not provide explicit coverage for members against third parties.  However, there is a strong 
possibility that if a regular club member were sued, that the club or trip leaders would also be 
named, triggering the insurer to defend against the claim.  In this case it is likely that the 
member would benefit from a shared defense. 
 
The insurance committee is still working on ironing out some of the details with regards to 
coverage for regular members.  We hope that in the longer term that we will be able to 
investigate what is known as "cross liability" coverage and provide more certainty to our 
members.  We don't think that coverage for regular members exposes the insurer to much 
additional risk, but it would provide us with greater peace of mind and certainty.  
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Advocacy Committee Research Proposal 
Jodi Appleton 

 

FMCBC President, Scott Webster will be meeting with Dr. Wolfgang Haider on June 1st and will 
come to the FMCBC AGM with his recommendation on behalf of the Advocacy Committee as to 
whether the proposed research work to be done by Dr. Haider meets the needs of the AC in 
terms of providing enough credible data to be used to further the advocacy efforts of the 
FMCBC and its member clubs and to build partnerships with other organizations.   
 
At the meeting with Dr. Haider, Webster will be discussing the flexibility of his proposal and 
ways to tailor Research Student, Stephen Kux’s time in order to develop an advocacy package 
which includes defensible and credible information which the FMCBC can use.   The AC’s goal is 
to have a package that includes information on: 

 The health benefits of non-motorized backcountry recreation 

 The economic benefits of non-motorized backcountry recreation through dollars spent 
on gear, travel, and food and health care dollars saved by engaging in physical exercise 

 Estimate of the number of non-motorized backcountry recreation users in BC. 
 
Brief Description of Proposed Work and Budget: 
Conduct an independent assessment of participation in FMCBC pertinent recreation activities 
for the entire province of British Columbia through an unbiased web-survey designed by 
Stephen Kux and facilitated by an external survey panel company.  Stephen Kux would then 
analyze the data which would include segmentation by regions and by activities.  The 
estimation of participation rates and economic impact and their extrapolation to the provincial 
level will require further efforts of modeling.  The final report will include a literature review on 
enumeration and economic impact methodology.  
 
Dr. Haider has recommended making the effort for 1000 completed interviews, because this 
would permit some regional and topical segmentation, not be possible with smaller data sets. 
 
Simon Fraser University 
Research Assistant (4 months at $2,500/month) $10,000. 
Project supervision and guidance by W. Haider [no charge] 
SFU overhead $ 2,500 
Total $12,500 
 
External Internet Survey Company 
Web survey design $2,500. 
Interviews by internet panel company (1,000 completed) $7,500. 
Total $10,000 
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Total project cost $22,500 

 

Member Club Project Grant 
Jodi Appleton 

 

The FMCBC has collected donations over its 2011-2012 fiscal year to put towards the FMCBC 

Member Club Project Grant for 2012-2013.   The Board will need to approve the final grant 

amount available during the AGM which is included in the Treasurer’s Report.  Once approved 

the plan is for the Member Club Project Grant application process to open by June 15th 2012 

with a closing date of June 30, 2012.  The application process will be kept simple, but projects 

will require a detailed description and budget to qualify. 

All FMCBC Member Clubs in good standing will be eligible and invited to apply to receive grant 

funds.  The plan is to make this an annual grant process, based on donations received in 

addition to a small yearly project fund approved by the FMCBC Board of Directors.   

The FMCBC will be making an appeal to our members for donations to go towards our Member 

Club Project Grant for 2013/2014. All donations to the FMCBC received between April 1, 2012 

and March 31, 2013 will go towards our 2013/2014 Member Club Project Grant.   

Donations are tax and charitable tax receipts will be issued automatically for donations of 

$15.00 or more.  For donations over $500.00, organizations outside the FMCBC have the option 

of being listed as a supporter on the FMCBC website and in Cloudburst. 

MOTION to strike a new committee to administer the grant each year with the assistance of the 

Program and Administration Manager. 
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Budget 2012-2013 
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Budget Attachments 

Statement of Operations Year Ending March 31, 2012 
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Statement of Financial Position 
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Draft Budget 
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